
Lot 1:  LM 20 0484 BBC-New Laureaat x Merlain.  Sire of these birds is 26816, the double g/son of New Laureaat bred 
off the import son and dtr. Dam is the import 06107, drt of Starlight, only one in Aust.  Starlight raced by Meirlaen in 
Belgium, scored 2nd Int Tarbes, 9th and 21st Nat Montauban, 3 x top 25 National.   On last race returned home with 
gun shot wounds so was retired and later sold for 12,000 Euro .   Starlight was paired to drt of New Laureaat to 
produce 06107.  New Laureaat right through this pedigree with the added benefit of Starlight    
 

Lot 2: LM 20 0596 BCPC-Leo Heremans.  Sire of this pair is 143, bred by Ponderosa.  He is a son of Olympus ( much 
sought after ) when paired to Jooza. 143 is g/sire of 1st club, 2nd fastest in state from Pinnaroo, 1st club Hay. 
Dam is recent purchase from WA.   She goes back to Olympus, Wild Wind, Samson girl, all very successful in 
UK.   Additionally the inclusion of another successful UK bird, Better than Bolt, winner of 14 x 1st on 14 separate 
Saturdays including 4 x 1st Fed.    
 

Lot 3:  LM 20 0551 BCC-Drapa.  Bred off the imports from Mark Gilbert and Les Green originating from Andrea Drapa, 
Germany, who was awarded 7 times German National champion.   Great track record up to middle distance, Mark 
Gilbert recommended them as potential of being fastest middle distance in the country.   
Line bred back to the key Drapa birds Konig and Konigin.  This pair of imports a g/sire dam of 1st Blacktown blue ring 
race Sydney, also 1st Fed CCF. Great potential when crossed with Hereman Koopman types.  
A good video from Les Green worth watching.       https://youtu.be/0Bm-POIhvg0 
 
Lot 4: LM 20 0502 BCC-Brockamp.  This pair bred off our UK imports, 11045 x 30035 from Mark Gilbert.   Line bred 
back to the top German Brockamps, around George, Euro Diamond. Mistral.  Full brother to 11045 scored 1st Fed UK. 
Children off this pair scored well in Aust in recent times when mated to  the New Laureaat line were responsible for 
the 5th Brisbane Nockutunga 1000 km and the 7th SAHPA Holbrook.   Also Brockamp x  1st Bowen Qld 500 mile follow 
on to the Qld 10,000, only bird home day two. The dam of this pair, 30035, is all Brockamp, she is full sister to Mark 
Gilberts Melissa. – 1st International Agen/Bordeaux 11,444b, plus many more top awards in UK.   
At the time of  Brockamps dispersal sale, - Euro Diamond was rated as the best long distance bird in the world. 
 

Lot 5: LM 20 0852 BBC-Leo Heremans.  Outstanding breeding pair of Heremans , multiple success right through the 
pedigree.  The sire, 5184 has now an addition – he is g/sire if 1st SAHPA SDC and 1st SAHPA  Open Result from Olary 
17 July, his full brother g/sire 1st Fed GMPF, full sister bred 7 x 1st Rockhampton.  Dam 2626, extensive track record of 
success, bred from the best of Ponderosa imports, Olympus, Jooza, Sam1.  
 

Lot 6:  LM 20 0481 BCC-Rauw Sablon.  This pair bred off our imports from NL and UK.   The sire ‘Double Freddy’, 
carries a double reference to the much sought after bird Freddy who was very successful for Pros Roosen and Rauw 
Sablon  and later sold for big money to high profile Dutch fancier .   Our bird is all power to handle, visitors very 
impressed when handle him.  He is currently g/sire 1st Brisbane YBD, 1st Brisbane open 657 km who is full sister to 
the YBD winner, 5th Ballarat combine. Dams side is the import from Roger Lowe UK, who has been highly successful 
in UK with this ‘Rauw Sablon’ family.  These youngsters same bred as the breeders of the Brisbane winners 
 
Lot 7: LM 20 0872 BBC-Koopman.  Sire of this pair is full brother to 24698, the sire of the big money winners for 
Goodacres over several seasons at APC, another full brother here sired 1st club and fastest in SAHPA convoy 
Hamilton SAD.  Dam is drt of 24698 bred back to the dam 14113 of some of those APC money winners.    
Inbred youngsters around those money winners     
 
Lot 8:  LM 20 0440 RCC-Kipp & Son.  Sired by the import 600, bred by Hugo Kipp, Germany.  Well known and 
successful fancier, the winner of a 1st International.     The sire of 600 – Golden Glory was awarded the much sought 
after award, 1st Int  Ace Pigeon long distance based on his performance in 3 Int races in 2011, including 1st Nat Ace 
pigeon Germany 2011 marathon, 2nd Nat Narbonne.  Dam of 440 bred down off  Kipp imports  from top UK fancier 
Frank Bristow crossed back to the ‘unknown Russian bird’ – Gorby, the marathon bird with 2nd Nat Ukraine 1190 
miles from Russia, plus many more with total 11540 miles to its record. 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/0Bm-POIhvg0


Lot 9: LM 20 0689 BBPC Koopman.  Sire of this pair, a full brother to 24698, the sire of the big money winners at 
APC.  He is also full brother to Rio, 1st VHA Narrandera, brt to Ermerdream for G Hamilton 2nd SAHPA Ceduna.  Sire of 
1st club and fastest in SAHPA convoy Hamilton SAD, 1st club Terowie.  Dam is the inbred g/drt from  brother/sister 
mating off our well proven old pair 17248/33992     Multiple winners around Aust including from 0721 -  6 x 1st for 
Adelaide flyers. Two outstanding Koopman bloodlines both sides pedigree   
 
Lot 10:  LM 20 0853 BBC-Verkerk.  This youngster bred off the UK imports from Les Green.    Inbred around the 
famous ‘Merlin pair’, named after Merlin the magician.  That pair had outstanding success in UK as parents and 
g/parents of multiple winners at all levels.  They were originally from well known  Verkerk  in Belgium  The video 
from Les Green certainly worth watching 
   https://youtu.be/OlKVA2ygFJw 
 
Lot 11:  LM 20 0652 BBC-Koopman.  Sire of this pair, a full brother to 24698, the sire of the big money winners at 
APC.  He is also full brother to Rio, 1st VHA Narrandera, brt to Ermerdream for G Hamilton 2nd SAHPA Ceduna.  Sire of 
1st club and fastest in SAHPA convoy Hamilton SAD, 1st club Terowie.  Dam is the inbred g/drt from  brother/sister 
mating off our well proven old pair 17248/33992     Multiple winners around Aust including from 0721 -  6 x 1st for 
Adelaide flyers.  Two outstanding Koopman bloodlines both sides pedigree   
 
Lot 12:  LM 20 0798 BCC-New Laureaat/Jellema.  Sire is the import 32544, he is a g/son of New Laureaat 
(1st Int  Barcelona), and a double g/son of Silvia, 3rd Int Barcelona who was 3rd in same race behind loft mate Kleine 
Jade, 1st Int Barcelona.  Full brother to 32544 was 2nd BICC  5th Int Pau 562 miles, plus several others listed on 
pedigree.  Dam 13892 a double g/drt  bred here direct off the son and drt import off New Laureaat.   
All long distance winners in the pedigree at the highest level in Europe 
 
Lot 13:   LM 20 0883 BBH-New Laureaat x Merlain.   Sire of these birds is 26816, the double g/son of New Laureaat 
bred off the import son and dtr. Dam is the import 06107, drt of Starlight, only one in Aust.  Starlight raced by 
Meirlaen in Belgium, scored 2nd Int Tarbes, 9th and 21st Nat Montauban, 3 x top 25 National.   On last race returned 
home with gun shot wounds so was retired and later sold for 12,000 Euro .   Starlight was paired to drt of New 
Laureaat to produce 06107. New Laureaat right through this pedigree with the added benefit of Starlight    
 
Lot 14:  LM 20 0707 DCH-Leo Heremans.  Sire of this pair is 143, bred by Ponderosa.  He is a son of Olympus ( much 
sought after ) when paired to Jooza.  143 is g/sire of 1st club, 2nd fastest in state from Pinnaroo, 1st club Hay. 
Dam is recent purchase from WA.   She goes back to Olympus, Wild Wind, Samson girl, all very successful in 
UK.   Additionally, the inclusion of another successful UK bird, Better than Bolt, winner of 14 x 1st on 14 separate 
Saturdays including 4 x 1st Fed.    
 
Lot 15: LM 20 0851 BBH-Leo Heremans.  Outstanding breeding pair of Heremans , multiple success right through the 
pedigree The sire, 5184 has now an addition – he is g/sire if 1st SAHPA SDC and 1st SAHPA  Open Result from Olary 17 
July, his full brother g/sire 1st Fed GMPF, full sister bred 7 x 1st Rockhampton.  Dam 2626, extensive track record of 
success, bred from the best of Ponderosa imports, Olympus, Jooza, Sam1. 
 

Lot 16:  LM 20 0550 BCH-Drapa.  Bred off the imports from Mark Gilbert and Les Green originating from Andrea 
Drapa, Germany, who was awarded 7 times German National champion.   Great track record up to middle distance, 
Mark Gilbert recommended them as potential of being fastest middle distance in the country.   
Line bred back to the key Drapa birds Konig and Konigin, This pair of imports a g/sire dam of 1st Blacktown blue ring 
race Sydney, also 1st Fed CCF.  Great potential when crossed with Hereman Koopman types.  
A good video from Les Green worth watching.       https://youtu.be/0Bm-POIhvg0 
 
Lot 17: LM 20 0698 BCH-Brockamp.  This pair bred off our UK imports, 11045 x 30035 from Mark Gilbert.   Line bred 
back to the top German Brockamps, around George, Euro Diamond. Mistral.  Full brother to 11045 scored  1st Fed 
UK.  Children off this pair scored well in Aust in recent times when mated to  the New Laureaat line were responsible 
for the 5th Brisbane Nockutunga 1000 km and the 7th SAHPA Holbrook.   Also Brockamp x  1st Bowen Qld 500 mile 
follow on to the Qld 10,000, only bird home day two.  The dam of this pair, 30035, is all Brockamp, she is full sister to 
Mark Gilberts Melissa. – 1st International Agen/Bordeaux 11,444b, plus many more top awards in UK.   
At the time of  Brockamps dispersal sale, - Euro Diamond was rated as the best long distance bird in the world. 
 

https://youtu.be/OlKVA2ygFJw
https://youtu.be/0Bm-POIhvg0


Lot 18:  LM 20 0792 BBH-New  Laureaat x Brockamp.  Sire of this pair 40210 is the  UK import g/son of New 
Laureaat  who was paired to a drt of a Rutz x Brockamp.    The  German Rutz being a sire of 1st Nat Barcelona 18th Int 
Barcelona, the German Brockamp,  drt of 1st Int Pau.  Dams side bred by Mark Gilbert.   He paired a son of New 
Laureaat  to Mellissa, the Brockamp winner of 1st Int Agen/Bordeaux, 11444 birds.  Very few UK birds score a first 
International from France.  These birds are a double of New Laureaat, crossed with Rutz and Brockamp.   Some of 
the best proven long distance blood in Europe   
 

Lot 19:  LM 20 0817 BBH-Rauw Sablon.  This pair bred off our imports from NL and UK.   The sire ‘Double Freddy’, 
carries a double reference to the much sought after bird Freddy who was very successful for Pros Roosen and Rauw 
Sablon  and later sold for big money to high profile Dutch fancier .   Our bird is all power to handle, visitors very 
impressed when handle him.  He is currently g/sire 1st Brisbane YBD, 1st Brisbane open 657 km who is full sister to 
the YBD winner, 5th Ballarat combine.  Dams side is the import from Roger Lowe UK, who has been highly successful 
in UK with this ‘Rauw Sablon’ family.  These youngsters same bred as the breeders of the Brisbane winners 
 

Lot 20:  LM 20 0819 RCH-Kipp & Son.  Bred down off the Kipp imports from Frank Bristow, UK with top Barcelona 

performances for Kipp right through pedigree, plus the Russian bird Gorby also in the pedigree on both sides   

Lot 21:  LM 20 0795 BCPH-New Laureaat x Merlain.  Sire of these birds is 26816, the double g/son of New Laureaat 
bred off the import son and dtr. Dam is the import 06107, drt of Starlight, only one in Aust.  Starlight raced by 
Meirlaen in Belgium, scored 2nd Int Tarbes, 9th and 21st Nat Montauban, 3 x top 25 National.   On last race returned 
home with gun shot wounds so was retired and later sold for 12,000 Euro .   Starlight was paired to drt of New 
Laureaat to produce 06107.  New Laureaat right through  this pedigree with the added benefit of Starlight    
 
Lot 22: LM 20 0873 BCH-Koopman.  Sire of this pair is full brother to 24698, the sire of the big money winners for 
Goodacres over several seasons at APC, another full brother here sired 1st club and fastest in SAHPA convoy 
Hamilton SAD.  Dam is drt of 24698 bred back to the dam  14113 of some of those APC money winners.    
Inbred youngsters around those money winners     
 

Lot 23:  LM 20 0537 BBPH-New Laureaat x Brockamp.  Sire of this pair 40210 is the  UK import g/son of New 
Laureaat  who was paired to a drt of a Rutz x Brockamp.    The  German Rutz being a sire of 1st Nat Barcelona 18th Int 
Barcelona, the German Brockamp,  drt of 1st Int Pau.  Dams side bred by Mark Gilbert.   He paired a son of New 
Laureaat  to Mellissa, the Brockamp winner of 1st Int Agen/Bordeaux, 11444 birds.  Very few UK birds score a first 
International from France.  These birds are a double of New Laureaat, crossed with Rutz and Brockamp.   Some of 
the best proven long-distance blood in Europe   
 
Lot 24: LM 20 0699 BCPH-New Laureaat x Merlain.   Sire of this hen is 29987, the import son of Kannibaal Barcelona 
– 4th Inter Barcelona 25000 b, 26th Perpignan.    g/sire of 29987 is New Laureaat.  29987 is g/sire of 5th QPF Brisbane 
1000 km race Nockutunga first year youngster, 6th SAHPA Holbrook 797 km.  Full sister to 29987 dam of 7th Int  Pau 
and 1st UK St Vincent Int.  Dam of this hen  13891 is the double g/drt of New Laureaat bred off the son and drt 
import.  The best of the Euro long distance Barcelona birds success in  this pedigree 
 

Lot 25:  LM 20 0799 BCH-New Laureaat/Jellema.  Sire is the import 32544, he is a g/son of New Laureaat 
(1st Int  Barcelona), and a double g/son of Silvia, 3rd Int Barcelona who was 3rd in same race behind loft mate Kleine 
Jade, 1st Int Barcelona.  Full brother to 32544 was 2nd BICC  5th Int Pau 562 miles, plus several others listed on 
pedigree.  Dam 13892 a double g/drt  bred here direct off the son and drt import off New Laureaat.  All long distance 
winners in the pedigree at the highest level in Europe 
 
 


